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The Not So Newlywed Game Show Simple Script
-To begin the game, audience is seated, host is on stage, couples have yet to come in.
-Music plays as couples/contestants make their way to their seats on stage. Once couples are
seated, the music stops and the host opens up the show.
Host: Welcome to The Not So Newlywed Game Show. I am your hostess with the mostest
Host’s Name. Joining us today are 3 fabulous couples, (introduce each couple, stating how
many years they have been married). Each round, the couples will answer 3 questions,
receiving points for each matching answer. The couple with the most matching
answers/points is our winner. Let’s get the show started! Men would you please exit down
the hallway so that I can quiz your wives.
Have a volunteer escort the men down the hallway out of ear shot.
Host : Ladies, you each have notepads in front of you in which to write your answers. Please
write each answer on a separate page and large enough for the audience to see.
-ask the ladies as a group your Question 1. Play the music while you give them some thinking time to
write down their answers.
-after they have each written their answer, ask each of the ladies one at a time to state their answer
to the audience.
-Repeat this process to ask the ladies as a group your Question 2 and then 3. Repeat the same
process of using music during think time.
- again ask each of the ladies to state their answers, alternating who goes first for fairness.
Host : Ok ladies, please flip your notepads back to the cover so your husbands can’t see your
answers. Let’s bring the men back in.
-ask the volunteer to bring the men back in, playing the music until they are seated and settled.
Host : Welcome back fellas, we’ve asked your wives 3 questions. I will ask each question to
the group giving you a few seconds of think time before I call on you to answer aloud (no need
to write answers) For this first round each matching answer will receive 5 points.
-ask question 1 to the group, playing the music for a few seconds to give the men some think time.
Then call on one of the men to answer. After he answers, have his wife hold up her written answer to
show the audience if they match. If so, ask the score keeper to add 5 points.
-repeat this process for Questions 2 and 3, alternating who you begin with.
Host : Alright that is the end of Round 1. Ladies it is your turn to exit down the hall.
Men, When you write your answers in your notepad, please write each answer on a separate
page, large enough for the audience to read.
-have volunteer escort ladies down the hall out of earshot, playing music until they are gone.
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-repeat the same questioning process as you did in Round 1 with 3 new Round 2 questions, allowing
think time and alternating who you ask to answer first.
-have the volunteer bring the ladies back in, playing the music until they are settled.
Host : Welcome back ladies. For Round 2 questions, each matching answer will be worth 10
points. Let’s get into it.
-repeat the same process as round 1 asking the questions to the group, allowing think time and
alternating who you call on first with each question.
- after finishing the questions,
Host : We are at the end of Round 2, ______________ couple is currently in the lead, but it can
all change with our final round. Men please once again exit to the hallway.
-repeat the same process as you did for round 1 and 2 with your final round 3 of questions.
-have volunteer bring the men back in
Host : Welcome back for the final round. For this round, each matching answer is worth a
whopping 30 points, so it is still anybody’s game. In the event of a tie, I will ask a tie breaker
question to the final couples. Let’s get into it!
-repeat same process as you did with round 1 and 2 answer rounds.
- at the end of the round,
Host : Our winning couple is ________________! Thank you all for playing! At this time, we
will turn on the juke box and open the dance floor to the audience, please help yourself to
some refreshments. Thank you and Good night!
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